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Ben K. Mickus,
⨶ᅢᐓᑽシ゛ᖅ㸡
ᘋ⠇ᖅ㸡Mickusጙெ
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Ben K. Mickus,
American Furniture Designer
and Architect,
Founder of Mickus Projects
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Sustainable Design /
° To “rebuild” design as a
sustainable strategy is a dramatic
undertaking. But the beneﬁts are
equally dramatic—especially the
intense global cooperation and

New Rustic Modern /
The nature of modern economic is
greedy, which encourages us to consume,
leading us to strive for more than we
actually need . What embarrassed is
the design industry is the very domain
with the desire. Materials need is the
normal humance feelings. If there is
no consumer, we will be starved. As a
result, wise people will “design” a new
consume concept, such as “sustainable
developing product”. Even we are still
consuming resourses, we will retrieve
the earth in other ways. But in actually
fact, we are now robbing the earth. We
ought to have compassion.
° Rustic life should not be a fashion
of living style, or a compromise of
economy depression, but an agreement
with the environment protection. There
is a voice, more or less, in our heart,
reminding ourselves that something
should be protected. By education, the
use of plastic bags is decreasing in some
large cities, and using environmentfriendly car is widely encouraged. Design
and the function are more and more
°
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partnerships which are blossoming to
seek out the opportunities of an ecofriendly society.
In this context, design has the
°
potential to expand beyond the visual
and functional realms to include
technological, logistical and scientiﬁc
innovations.
° It forces designers to ask tougher

effective. I am now looking for a dishware
which is practical, fashionable, and
environmental as well as can be easily
carried in deed. But it is really hard to
ﬁnd. I hope it will become a popular
commodity before long, taking the place
of disposable chopsticks.

BEN K. MICKUS
questions such as, “what is involved in
making this”, “how long will this last”,
and “what happens to it in 100 years”.
Asking “what does it do” and “what
does it look like” is no longer sufﬁcient.
Design can become a new kind of
engineering.
° A sustainable and naturallyoriented design strategy can redeﬁne
the process of design as a more robust
ingredient in the ﬁnished product.
In my own work, I strive to reinvent
natural materials through new and
efﬁcient techniques of assembly,
calling attention to elemental qualities.
° I think the designs that take a
long-term outlook—that are attached
to an idea larger than themselves
like sustainability, are truly visionary.
These creations have lasting substance,
and with that comes the ability to
develop a deep emotive connection
with those who use them.
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Hong Ko, General Manager of
Kan & Lau Design Consultants
(Shenzhen)
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